
Mediterranean Society under the Greeks and the Romans

The Minoans 2400-1400 BCE

The Mycenaeans  2000- ~ 1200 BCE
Protected settlements attracted settlers

1200 BCE



KNOSSOS

•Lavish residences
•Indoor plumbing
•Drainage systems
•Storehouses
•Tax records
•Early influences??

Fell by 1100 BCE
Why?

Linear A: 
(written symbols 
stood for syllables)
Not translated

Minoans and Mycaneans:
Fortified cities



The World of the Polis
Why were colonies established?  
Relationship to each other? 
Strengths/ Weaknesses?  
Effects ?

3000 – 1450 BCE: Minoans
2000 BCE: Mycenaeans move
to Greece from the Balkans
1600-1200 BCE: Myceanaen
Society dominates Greece
(wealthy kings, warrior
Aristocracy, olive oil, wine,
Pottery, bulls, syllabic script,
Knossos palace) flee to Ionia

Hieroglyphic
script

900 BCE: monarchs lost
power/ replaced by 
aristocratic rule (oligarchy)
700 BCE: writing reinvented
(Phoenicians)

Shang China  (1766-1122 BCE)
Babylonian Empire (1792- 1750 BCE)

Harappan Society  (2000 BCE)
Middle Kingdom (2040-1640 BCE)



Achaemenids (558-330 BCE)
Seleucids (323-64 BCE)

Parthians (247BCE-224 CE)
Sassanids (224-651CE)



Athens VS Sparta?

Helots?
(Role?
Problems?) 

What made 
Athens
unique?



A foreign king:

“I find it astonishing that here wise men speak on public
affairs, while fools decide them.”

WHO had the rights of citizenship?

Early:  wealthy and well-born MEN had rights of full citizenship

(speaking and voting in the assembly, holding public office, and
fighting in the army.)

Later:  gradually, middle and lower class men, mostly small 

scale farmers

VS?
Council of Elders: 28 men over the age of 60
Wealthy and influential- served for life



Roman Movie Notes??
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Athens VS Sparta? VS?

Athens 

Women experienced increasing limitations/ no role in the assembly, councils or juries

Women had to be represented by a guardian in legal matters (someone’s wife or mother)
Aristotle: “a woman, is, at it were, an infertile male.” (role in reproduction was passive)
Women married in mid teens to men 10-15 yrs older
Restricted completely to domestic sphere
No economic power (could own personal property claimed through dowry, gifts, inheritance)
Land was passed through the male lines

Sparta

Militaristic system offered more opportunities for women
Central task was  reproduction: producing warrior sons for Sparta

“come back with your shield… or on it”
Not segregated from life: married men of their own age (about 18 yrs old)/ could divorce
Needed women to play active role in order to help keep helots in place

Aristotle:  “the male rulers of Sparta are ruled by women”



PERSIAN WARS:
Why? 
Effects?

Delian League 479 BCE
Herodotus? (The reason why…)
(484-425 BCE)

Greeks defeat Persian attack: 490 BCE Marathon
Persia attacks w/ 200,000 soldiers and 1000 ships
Persians defeated at Salamis 480 BCE
Greeks defeated at Thermopylae 450 BCE
Negotiated peace 448 BCE



Peloponnesian War:  431-404 BCE

Effects?



Peloponnesian War 457-445 BCE
Rise of Macedonia 350s BCE (Philip II)
Empire of Alexander the Great 323 BCE

Alexander the Great
r.  336-323 BCE

Who was this guy and why was he so GREAT?



Death of Alexander 323 BCE….

The Hellenistic Empires:  275 BCE

Last Ptolemaic queen = Cleopatra VII 30 BCE



Hoplites:  infantry men in the 
city-state armies

650 BCE



"The unexamined life is not 
worth living." -- Socrates

Socrates

Plato

Aristotle
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CULTURE: Celebration of life and the experience of being human



CULTURE: Celebration of life and the experience of being human



“The administration is in the hands of 
the many and not of the 
few.  But while the law secures equal 
justice to all alike in their 
private disputes,  the claim of 
excellence is also recognized; 
and when a citizen is in any way 
distinguished he is preferred 
to the public service, not as a matter of 
privilege but as a reward 
of merit.  Neither is poverty a bar, but 
a man may benefit his 
country whatever be the obscurity of 
his condition.

Source:  Pericles, eminent Athenian politician, at the end of the first year of the 
Peloponnesian War (431-404 BCE), as a part of the annual public funeral for the 
war dead.



550 BCE

530 BCE



Social:
Development and 
Transformation of social 
structures

Patriarchal: men could decide whether to abandon 
infants

Women could not own property, could participate in 
business

In charge of domestic sphere

Chattal slavery (not Sparta)

Sparta more honor for women/ women as priestess

Political:
State-building, 
expansion and conflict

Absence of centralized rule = polis:  Athens and Sparta

Sparta: helots/ NOT chattal slavery/ women are valued

Athens: home of democracy/broadened base of 

political participation (Solon: Direct Democracy Thru 
Assembly:  compromise!)                          PHALANX???

Pericles??

Trade/access to resources brought conflict with Persia

Peloponnesian Wars (431-404 BCE)/ Rise of Macedon (359 
BCE)

Interaction
Between humans and the 
environment

diverse geographic setting/ many islands/ access to 
maritime resources/ little arable land/ basis of 
economy can not be  agriculture….. (How do 
humans adapt to this environment?)
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Culture:
Development 
and interaction 
of cultures

Greek pantheon of 

gods/ human qualities

Associated rituals/cults

Development of 

philosophy: 

WHY does this happen?

Socrates (human reason)

Plato (Virtue?/Forms/ 

Philosophers=the best rulers/ Cave)

Aristotle (Senses/ Logic)

Spartan military tradition/ Written language/ literary tradition/ 
sculpture/pottery/music/science/math/medicine

Drama/ poetry/ architecture/ pan-Hellenic Olympic games

Economic:
Creation, 
expansion and 
interaction of 
economic 
systems

Agora Marketplace/ Maritime Trade/ no roads/ commercial centers defined 
by the polis/ centers of redistribution/ levied taxes

Extensive successful trade throughout Mediterranean

Spartan military tradition/ Written language/ literary tradition/ 
sculpture/pottery/music/science/math/medicine

Drama/ poetry/ architecture/ pan-Hellenic Olympic games
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Integrity/ 
honor more 
impt than 
wealth ;

Socratic 
method

Stoics?
Nature and reason
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